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Theme (Europe's challenges, Europe's potential, borders, culture, diversity, unity, EU, home (Europe as our home), what we (Europeans) want, what we (Europeans) need, neighbors, collaboration, innovation, identity, freedom, education, religion, respect) Identity, Home, Neighbors



Type (Workshop, discussion, talk, art project, culinary, music, dance, celebration, leisure, research, fun, game, theater, documenting, survey, open space)



Aim



Game



To stimulate participants to take a closer look at the sceneries passing by. Reflect on expectations and prejudices.



Kids Book: Europe explained on the basis of the Unity Express



Identity, Home, Education



Media Production



TED Talks



Europe's potential, innovation, collaboration



Talks



Improvisational Theater



Culture, diversity, what we want, what we need, neighbors, respect



Theatre



The Unity Express Band



Culture, identity, neighbors, diversity, home



Music



World Peace Game (http: //www.ted. com/talks/lang/eng/john_hu nter_on_the_world_peace_g ame.html) Open space workshops



Collaboration, education, what we want, what we need



Game



any theme



Workshop



Activity/project



Photo Bingo



team switch speed dating



Methodology



Participants develop bingo sheets for each country/city with things they expect to see. The person who is the first to make photos of 4 motives in a row wins. Explaining Europe and the Write a book that lets kids EU to kids in an attractive travel along with the Unity and exciting way. Express and learn about Europe. Participants are invited to collaboratively develop and write story as we move ahead. A publishing team collects the results and puts together the final copy. Share inspiring stories of Talks of maximum 10 min successful initiatives that length given in one activity deal with Europe wagon. Short feedback round of 5 min after each round To brake the ice, to trigger Improvisational theatre dialogs, to address issues in (onboard = workshop, in the Europe in an entertaining cities = performances) way Let participants experience Jam sessions, Live the musical diversity of performances Europe, have fun and probably even produce some Unity Express songs



Duration



Team size



Number of participants



train/city/both?



space required



time in one country/one city



1 coordinator



1 - infinite



both



none



4 weeks



4 (2 copywriters, 1 lay-outer, 10 per country/city 1 coordinator)



both



one compartment in the train, no separate space in the cities



both



one activity wagon in the train, one room or stage in the city



15 min each talk, talks could 2 (technical support and be done continuously all the moderator) time



1 speaker / 15 min & 60 listeners at a time



1-2 hour workshops on board, 1-2 hour performances in cities



6 - 10 (ideally speaking 6 or as much as the theater fits more different languages)



both: train = workshop, cities = performance



half activity wagon, a stage in cities



1-2 hours each evening



5 people to play the basic 1 - ?? instruments, manage the stage, coordinate the project, get the jamming going, work continuously on songs



both



half activity wagon, a stage in cities



both



1 wagon per scenario, a mediu sized tent or room for in city (70-100m2)



Let the world peace game be played by many groups in each city



Let participants set their own workshop topics and goals. Facilitate that they achieve the goals they set for promotion, visibility



people that leave the train have dates with the people that join the journey, and in the end talk about the date to the camera



to have a red thread throughout the whole journey journal of the trip video questionnaire / video mosaic



confronting histories with impro theatre follow up include kids team global aufwärmspiele wristbands Hypotheticals



to get a mosaic of relations of people to the EU



collaboration, education, Role playing/scenario/game To educate people about problem solving, EU politics complex decision making and how to act in unplanned, crisis-like situations



in every stop people are asked the same questions which they answer in the camera



Inspired by TV show called One program part should be 8 - 10 experts, 1 moderator, 50 "Geoffrey Robertson's enough for one scenario 50 spectators / audience Hypotheticals". The format of the show was that he would get notable people from all walks of life, military people, politicians, scientists, economists, celebrities, academics, etc etc etc, and then runs them through a hypothetical situation. So, in the US, he might invite Sarah Palin. to kick things off, he might say, Sarah, there have been reports that aliens have landed just outside Anchorage, what are you going to do. She then responds, well, I guess I will call the head of the National Guard. And so, he would then say something like, well, we have the head of the National Guard here tonight, indicating a military person on the show, what do you say to them? And so on and so forth. So, in the US, he might invite Sarah Palin. to kick things off, he might say, Sarah, there have been reports that aliens have landed just outside Anchorage, what are you going to do. She then responds, well, I guess I will call the head of the National Guard. And so, he would then say something like, well, we have the head of the National Guard here tonight, indicating a military person on the show, what do you say to them? And so on and so forth. He main thing was that that he could tease out interactions between the players such that they had to confront all kinds of difficult situations ethical dilemmas.
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